
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LIFE IN OUR TOWN A PLAY BY THORNTON

WILDER

Since its debut in , Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" has been enough in meaning to warrant continual productions on
Broadway Yet, as nostalgic as " Our Town" appears, the play also delivers four powerful life lessons.

Yet for the characters involved in the wedding, it is more than interesting, it is nerve-wracking! The language
in Our Town has become stilted over the years, and can prevent actors from being comfortable. Here, the
Stage Manager interrupts the scene and takes the audience back a year, to the end of Emily and George's
junior year. You can go and smoke now, those that smoke ". The theme of family life, love and marriage
continues in the 2nd act. By throwing himself abjectly across the newly dug grave, he expresses without words
his devotion to the woman who has been the center of his life. He tells her goodnight and goes into the house.
That cousin is Emily, who died giving birth to her and George's second child. The editor tells them that there
is not much drinking and that no one is much concerned about social injustice. The adolescent characters in
Act One are married during Act Two. Thus, Act I opens with dawn, the birth of the day, as well as the birth of
twins. TW: Yes, I think so. Analysis The reader may be puzzled at Act I. In almost every social setting, there
are people who drink too much and about whom others gossip. Case in point â€” Simon Stimson, the church
organist and town drunk. In Emily's final epiphanyâ€”wisdom she has learned through sufferingâ€”we seem to
hear Thornton Wilder's voice speak to us: "Oh, earth, you're too wonderful for anybody to realize you. We
glimpse Mr. Continue Reading. The constable says goodnight and departs. The following is excerpted from an
interview with Thornton Wilder that appeared in the winter issue. Time, however, casts even the most revered
works into new lights, and some of the more dated aspects of the play call into question whether it ought to
remain the standard it is. The Stage Manager's narrative then jumps forward to early afternoon, as Emily is
coming home from school. Having earned a PhD from Yale University in political economy, Amos became a
well-known public speaker and the owner and editor of the Wisconsin State Journal. Gibbs explains that Dr.
He joins in the action of the play periodically, as the minister at the wedding, the soda shop owner, a local
townsman, etc. He stresses the simple decency of family relationships. Once the funeral ends, Emily emerges
to join the dead; Mrs. Her spirit joins the other residents of the graveyard. Gibbs is the town doctor. PR:
Someone has said [. Here, Thornton Wilder demonstrates how we are concerned with the well-being of our
fellow man. Why do you think Wilder chose to include these moments in the play? Gibbs and Mrs. Unlike
many of our contemporary playwrights, Thornton Wilder did not lead a subversive personal life to mar his
artistic endeavors. However, even in death, the characters change as their spirits slowly let go of their
memories and identities. The words that the characters speak become more significant because they are the
only source of imagery. It is usually referred as beautiful and remarkable, one of the sagest, warmest and
deeply human his scripts. One of the themes captured in the play is the one of family relations. Because
Wilder does not build anticipation of events that are to come, the viewer perceives no mysteries to be resolved.
We never learn the source of his problems. Thus, he concludes that it is not the momentous events but the
trivialities that become meaningful. Joe Crowell delivers the paper to Doc Gibbs, Howie Newsome delivers
the milk, and the Webb and Gibbs households send their children Emily and Wally are the Webbs, George is
the Gibbs off to school on this beautifully simple morning. He also functions as a speaker of homespun
philosophy and bits of wry humor. Always descriptive, sometimes didactic, often funny, he begins the play on
May 7, , and ends it twelve years later in the summer of 


